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•

Our Asia and Global Funds were roughly flat during the third quarter, with the Next Gen Fund
declining 3%. Asia and Global are both down just over 1% year-to-date, while Next Gen is up
3%.

•

A strong performance surge from late August into mid-September tailed off towards the end
of the quarter, as Evergrande muscled into the picture and markets globally began to reflect
inflation concerns. Broadly, our ASEAN exposure proved supportive to performance for all
strategies in Q3, while for Global and Next Gen, Brazil dragged, on fears the Central Bank’s
response to inflation will throttle the economic recovery, and amid early signs of political
instability ahead of next year’s elections.

•

China, however, was the main creator of noise in the quarter, beginning with the broadening
of regulatory intervention following the mid-summer clampdown on after-school tuition. Our
focus remains, as ever, on purposeful growth businesses, which by definition continue with
business as usual as the state clamps down on ‘socially harmful’ sectors.

•

Similarly, we have no direct exposure to the Evergrande situation. A resultant slowdown in
economic growth would suit no one. But our cash generative, market-leading businesses have
historically continued to thrive during downturns as weaker competitors fall by the wayside.

•

The most significant drivers of positive performance for our funds in Q3 were our Indian
businesses. India’s COVID cases have dropped dramatically since the midpoint of the year and
vaccinations are gathering pace. Much of our current research activity is focused on the flood
of listings in the technology space here. So far, we have made no new moves, finding
insufficient business quality to displace our existing holdings (particularly given highly
aggressive listing valuations). But we do see promising candidates in the pipeline.

•

The Next Generation Fund has now passed the one-year mark. So far, focusing on businesses
which generate positive social impact, has also proven to be a sound financial decision.
Indeed, our worst performers so far have tended to display a weakening impact case; while
the majority of the portfolio has thrived throughout the pandemic, by continuing to deliver
essential, affordable products and services, and directly contributing to the development of
major emerging markets.

•

One highlight from our engagement efforts this year has been our participation in the strategic
evolution and growing ESG consciousness of Mobile World, an omnichannel retailer in
Vietnam held by our Asia Fund. Though a pioneer in its market, this is still a relatively young
business, now beginning to lay firm foundations for the coming decades of growth.
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China: Purpose
Both the nature and volume of Chinese policy announcements were already the main driver of
substantial volatility across the broader EM universe through July and August. The Evergrande threat
and signs of slowing economic activity then added further fuel to the fire. We first presented this chart
at our portfolio review call in late August; in the weeks since, we could easily have added several more
market-moving events to the timeline on the right-hand side of the picture.

Source: Chart from Bloomberg; Additional analysis by Arisaig

We have little to add on the broader regulatory environment. Our focus, as always, remains on
identifying the best purposeful growth businesses in the country, an approach which we do not believe
is threatened by the CCP’s agenda. We do not think the government wants to kill private enterprise.
It does not want to expel foreign investors. It does not want to strangle the technology industry.
Our focus on purposeful growth as a desirable investment characteristic is predicated on the belief
that companies with a core purpose, which create value for all stakeholders, will prove much more
capable of capturing enduring growth opportunities, and thus continuing to reward shareholders over
the long-term. We expect that businesses which, as they grow, create a growing off-balance sheet
‘social liability’ will eventually be forced to cover this cost in some way – be that through regulation,
taxes, or customer backlash over the long-term. The recent CCP clampdowns can arguably all be
viewed through this lens – a pre-emptive transfer of social liabilities onto private balance sheets. They
are policy-led corrections of negative externalities.
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The existence of these externalities is hard to deny. Perhaps the sharpness of share price moves
reflects surprise at the suddenness with which the state has attempted to correct these perceived
market failures. One might have expected that eventually, the online education sector’s parentguilting customer acquisition strategy would slowly run out of steam, as educational outcomes failed
to justify the cost in terms of fees and stress. One might also have expected that gig economy-reliant
platforms would struggle to keep drivers and customers happy as employment conditions failed to
improve. The government has simply made the determination that these intrinsically unsustainable
situations should not be left to resolve themselves over several years; and that the heavy social cost
justified earlier regulatory intervention.
We wrote last year about one of our own portfolio ‘interventions’ whereby we saw the likelihood that
negative externalities would be internalised in some form, thus transforming the long-term economics
of the business. This was in the dairy sector (more commentary available here). This was the section
of our portfolios which we felt was most exposed to climate change transition risk and the eventual
privatisation of the social cost of carbon emissions.
We expect that at some point in the future, both tragically late and shockingly soon, carbon costs will
be ‘in-housed’ across the board. Our portfolios are already resource-light by wider market standards
but we are working on building a carbon price into our long-term valuation models, such that we can
attain a more sophisticated understanding of those businesses which will be most advantaged by the
inevitable economic recognition of the social cost of carbon.
Again, such an approach would align with the stated agenda of the Chinese government to reach peak
emissions by 2030. We do not know exactly how they will achieve this, but can be sure the direction
in which the policy gun will point, and that higher emitting companies will closest to the firing line.

China: Growth
It should hopefully come as no surprise to investors that we have not held any exposure to Evergrande,
or to any other businesses in the property sector. We therefore have no particular company or sectorlevel insights into how this situation will be resolved. We do, however, note one key difference to the
other policy challenges that the Chinese government has faced this year. All of the industries which
have faced substantial intervention thus far have been small enough in size such that the government
could neutralise the social cost without triggering a broader economic fallout.
This is not the case in the real estate sector. It is 29% of Chinese GDP. Put simply, Beijing can continue
to support construction-driven economic growth; or it can choose to prioritise affordable housing and
dampen the risks of overleverage in the sector. It cannot do both; the government is not immune from
making hard trade-offs.
We expect the only option is for the government to finish what it has started through its limits on
leverage, and attempt to place the industry on a more sustainable (slower growth) trajectory. This will
inevitably dampen overall GDP growth barring miraculous levels of expansion in industries with more
favourable prospects, such as consumer tech and clean energy.
In such a scenario our companies would not be immune from the fallout. Strong wage growth is
undoubtedly helpful for companies exposed to domestic demand. But we expect our portfolio
companies would do far better than most. They generate plenty of cash flow, and are not dependent
on credit to grow. Their clean balance sheets can withstand an economic downturn. And if the
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‘common prosperity’ agenda is successful, the redistribution of wealth to the middle and working
classes should help to boost demand for the everyday products and services offered by our companies.
Even more important, and not dependent on policy success, are the ‘dual tailwinds’ our Chinese
businesses (and indeed all our portfolio companies) enjoy. They are not singularly reliant on overall
industry growth. Instead, they can draw on market consolidation and/or the continued digital channel
shift to grab themselves a larger slice of the pie.
Through such times we focus on controlling what we can control – identifying those businesses which
can continue to compound earnings growth at a double-digit rate for the foreseeable future.
Ultimately this will earn us a healthy return regardless of any short-term derating. Our basket of
Chinese stocks (in the Asia Fund) is forecast to grow earnings at a CAGR of 21% over the next five
years. And at the end of this period, there will still be ample runway for growth remaining: our longterm DCF model forecasts a weighted average of 12% IRR from these holdings. 1

India: Digital Opportunity
The digitalisation of India will be, in our view, one of the most consequential developments for the
global economy over the coming decades – possibly comparable in scale with what has occurred in
China in recent years. The nascent digital economy is starting to take shape, but it is generally accepted
that just 10-15 million people (i.e. c.1% of the population) are currently driving most of the commercial
activity in areas like ecommerce. India’s famously low per capita consumption of most goods and
services, combined with a total cost collapse in mobile data (this is now at 1/80th the price per gigabyte
vs. the USA) means that the country looks well-poised for a dramatic ‘digital leapfrog’. Given wellknown constraints and underdevelopment in legacy offline systems (e.g. India’s formal retail square
footage per capita is 1/8th the level of the China) it is not hard to imagine digital platforms occupying,
eventually, a greater share of demand than is (or will be) the case in developed countries.
Therefore, we have identified the digital space in India as one of the key strategic areas for our
portfolios as we look out towards the coming decade. Across our strategies we have already created
a fairly decent spectrum of coverage. This includes IndiaMart (the number one B2B online
marketplace); Info Edge (a collection of leading online classifieds sites, and other digital assets);
Jubilant Foodworks (‘Dominos’ India – essentially a 1P ecommerce company that specialises in pizza);
and SEA (whose gaming division has sizable exposure to India).
We continue to focus considerable research firepower on this area. There have been a number of
high-profile IPOs so far this year, with more in the pipeline. So far we have evaluated five companies
in this space, but have passed on most of these given that we found it hard to get comfortable on their
meeting our criteria of Purposeful Growth. We did not participate in the food aggregator Zomato’s
IPO, for instance, on account of uncertainty regarding strategic vision, management stability, and
sustainability (both in the financial and broader sense) of the business model.
Growth alone is not enough, particularly in an environment in which local investor euphoria is, for
now, leading to the pricing in of blue-sky scenarios for all new India tech listings. That said, we do
believe there are one or two promising candidates in this space which may, hopefully, be going public
once the hype has had a chance to die down. We expect to be able to provide updates in future letters.
Arisaig Partners, Bloomberg, end September 2021. These are future forecasts and are no guarantee of future
performance.
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Next Generation Fund: One Year Review
The pooled vehicle of our impact investment fund launched in late August 2020. The idea behind this
strategy was to allocate capital towards those businesses helping drive immediate and substantial
positive social outcomes in the developing countries we cover. We do not seek ‘ESG best performers’;
but instead those companies directly targeting the largest and most urgent areas of need. We believe
that identifying business models which can effectively and efficiently scale over the long-term is the
surest path to enduring and expanding impact. These businesses have the potential to reach tens of
millions of underserved customers, but often operate in relatively shallow financial markets, and stand
to benefit from the provision of ‘patient capital’ which can help them expand sustainably, rather than
over-prioritise short-term profitability.
We have initially chosen six impact themes, comparable to UN Sustainable Development Goals, under
which we believe private enterprise has the most potential to drive positive change in a manner which
can also be rewarding over the long-term to shareholders. Our portfolio of companies already impacts
a total of 390 million people (720,000 adjusted for our ownership stake at the strategy level), or 14
million expressed as a per company average. Our forecasts suggest they will grow at 15% on the top
line over the coming five years; these are overwhelmingly volume-driven businesses committed to
improving access and affordability, such that this revenue CAGR figure could also be assumed to be a
reasonable proxy for growth in ‘Reach’. 2
The single biggest mistake we have made so far – our ownership of New Oriental in the Chinese
education space – could have been avoided had we been more demanding in our focus on affordability
(and thus on business models targeting maximum ‘Reach’ and ‘Criticality’). The after-school tuition
industry’s failure to restrain pricing was, after all, a key factor in its sudden downfall.
There are of course no perfectly positive businesses, and all economic activity carries with it some
form of negative impact and ESG risk. But optimising for impact could be argued to be a good way of
improving financial resilience. COVID has added more weight to this case. The vast majority of our
holdings have thrived over the last 18 months, for example by addressing healthcare shortfalls which
were brought into sharp focus by the pandemic; by providing everyday digital access to financial
services crucial to keeping the economy going; and by helping developing countries with both climate
change mitigation and the development of renewable energy. Needless to say, none of these
problems are anywhere near solved, and solutions businesses have the potential to benefit both from
the structurally higher growth of emerging economies, but also the necessary tilt towards these
sectors in the years to come.
Though we are encouraged by fund performance, now 22% since launch, we prefer to focus on the
vast runway ahead for our companies, should they stick to volume, affordability and accessibilitydriven strategies. While for many of our businesses this means targeting customers firmly at the base
of the global income pyramid, this is not always the case. In the Financial Inclusion segment, for
example, the most compelling opportunities are often still in basic financial services offered by telcos
such as Safaricom and MTN Ghana; whereas in somewhat higher income countries such as Brazil, the
most ‘critical’ market segments can be found in basic banking services for small businesses, offered
by companies like PagSeguro.

Arisaig Partners, Bloomberg, end September 2021. These are future forecasts and are no guarantee of future
performance.
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Our bottom-up research process is intended to identify the best examples of high impact, high return
businesses across all emerging markets under our chosen impact themes, wherever this might be.
Please do reach out to our client services team if you would like to hear more about how our first year
has gone; how we think about and measure impact; or anything else. Our inaugural impact report,
promised last quarter, should now be available on Citco for Next Gen Fund investors (apologies for
the delay). Any feedback on our impact reporting will be gratefully received by the team.

Engagement Highlight: Mobile World
Engagement is a critical part of our role as stewards of capital, with engagement activities accounting
for c. 2,000 hours (10%) of our research team’s time annually. We view this entirely as rational selfinterest: helping businesses become the best, most resilient possible versions of themselves, including
through their management of ESG, such that they can continue to create value over the very longterm.
Many of our holdings, while established leaders in their field, are still relatively immature in a global
context when it comes to navigating ESG issues and the long-term development of their industries.
One such example is Mobile World, an omnichannel retailer in Vietnam, which we first added to our
Asia Fund in 2019 after two years of due diligence. We now own close to 6% of this business.
An opportunity that excited us early on about Mobile World was the potential for it to pioneer fresh
grocery omnichannel retail in Vietnam. Having come across a number of innovative and interesting
models in South China, we shared and discussed our research with management in Q1 2020. While
we do not wish to overstate our role, we believe this contributed to Mobile World’s early thinking on
the topic. The company has since proven its capabilities in online grocery, with bachhoaxanh.com
recording 520% revenue growth in the first 8 months of 2021 compared to the same period last year,
becoming the only FMCG retail chain among Vietnam’s top 10 ecommerce websites.
Importantly, these financial results are underpinned by evident creation of significant value for its
customers, making it a prime example of Purposeful Growth: during Vietnam’s recent covid wave and
“stay where you are” mandate, Mobile World helped to ensure that hundreds of thousands of people
continued to access fresh food and other daily essentials.
Another of our engagement priorities has been for Mobile World to strengthen its incorporation of
material ESG factors, such as its environmental footprint, both in strategy and reporting. We saw the
company’s first attempt at ESG disclosure (three pages in its 2020 Annual Report) as a way to get a
'toe in the door' and commenced an intense period of engagement between May and July this year.
This involved multiple rounds of written and verbal exchanges to help the company understand the
strategic business case for ESG. This culminated in a gratifying video conference with Chairman Tai,
during which he said he finally understood the relevance of ESG for Mobile World thanks to Arisaig.
We understand he has already appointed a senior executive to lead on sustainability and look forward
to continuing to support the company on its ESG ‘journey’.
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Disclaimer
This is a Financial Promotion and is intended for Professional Investors only. There is no assurance that the
holdings mentioned in this document have remained or will remain in the portfolios. The portfolio of the
Funds will contain a much larger number of positions than the examples set forth herein and, accordingly, the
examples are not intended to indicate the overall portfolio performance that may be expected to be achieved
by the Funds. It should not be assumed that any of the investments discussed herein have been or will be
profitable or that recommendations made in the future will be profitable or will equal the investment
performance of those discussed herein. Fund values can rise as well as fall, and investor losses may equal or
exceed original investment.
The information presented is subject to change without notice and Arisaig does not have an obligation to
update the information in this document. This information in relation to the Funds is qualified in its entirety by
reference to the governing documents of the Funds. In the case of any inconsistency between the description
or terms in this document and the governing documents, the governing documents shall control.
The parameters described in this document are not fixed limits and may be modified from time to time by
Arisaig in response to changing market conditions in any manner it believes is consistent with each Fund’s
overall investment objective. No risk management technique can guarantee return or eliminate risk in any
market environment.
This document is issued by Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd for information purposes only and is not intended for
public use or distribution. Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd is licensed and regulated by the Monetary Authority of
Singapore to carry on business in the regulated activity of fund management under the Securities and Futures
Act, Chapter 289 of Singapore and operates as an exempt financial adviser under section 23(1)(d) of the
Financial Advisers Act, Chapter 110 of Singapore. Arisaig Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd acts as the investment
manager for the Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig Asia Consumer Fund Limited and
Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Consumer Fund Limited.
The statements and views expressed herein are subject to change and may not express current views. Such
views (i) may be historic or forward-looking in nature, (ii) may reflect significant assumptions and subjective
judgments, and (iii) are subject to change without notice. Arisaig may have market views or opinions that
materially differ from the information set forth in this document and may have a significant financial interest
in (or against) one or more of the positions or theses and/or related financial instruments discussed herein.
Arisaig makes no representation or warranty, express or implied, regarding future performance or events. Any
statements regarding future events constitute only the subjective views or beliefs of Arisaig. Words like
“believe,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “promise,” “plan,” and other expressions or words of similar meanings, as
well as future or conditional verbs such as “will,” “would,” “should,” “could,” or “may” are generally intended
to identify forward-looking statements. Certain assumptions have been made in the course of preparing this
document. Arisaig makes no representations or warranties that these assumptions are accurate. Any changes
to assumptions made in the preparation of this document could have a material impact on the information
presented. Additionally, information regarding the due diligence process with respect to portfolio investments
is meant to be indicative of the general process that Arisaig intends to follow and is not meant to be construed
as a description of the process followed with respect to every portfolio investment. Furthermore, the content
of this document is included as an example of the overall risk management process that Arisaig intends to
utilise with respect to the Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig Asia Fund Limited and
Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited. Arisaig may change this process without notice to investors in
any manner that it deems appropriate.
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United Kingdom: This document may not be passed to any person in the United Kingdom unless that person is
of a kind described in the Financial Services and Markets Act 2000 (Financial Promotion) Order 2005. Arisaig
Partners (Asia) Pte Ltd is not an authorised person under the United Kingdom Financial Services and Markets
Act 2000 and is not regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority. As a result, the normal protections available
to investors under that Act will not apply and any investment in the Arisaig Next Generation Master and
Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig Asia Fund Limited and Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited will not be eligible
for the Financial Services Compensation Scheme in the UK. Past performance is not necessarily indicative of or
a guarantee of future results.
United States: The shares in Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig Asia Fund Limited and
Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited have not been and will not be registered under the United
States Securities Act of 1933, as amended (the “1933 Act”) and may not be offered or sold in the United States
except in certain transactions exempt from the registration requirements of the 1933 Act. Each subscriber for
shares that is a US person will be required to certify that it is an “accredited investor” (as defined in the 1933
Act) and a “qualified purchaser” (as defined in the United States Investment Company Act of 1940, as
amended).
European Economic Area: Subject to any applicable transitional arrangements, in member states of the
European Economic Area (“EEA”) shares in Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig Asia Fund
Limited and Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited which are alternative investment funds may only be
offered or placed to the extent that (i) they are permitted to be marketed into the relevant EEA jurisdiction
pursuant to Article 42 of the EU Alternative Investment Fund Managers Directive (as implemented into local
law) or (ii) they may otherwise be lawfully offered or placed (including on the basis of an unsolicited request
from a professional investor).
Singapore: Arisaig Asia Fund Limited is notified as a restricted scheme under the Securities and Futures Act
(Cap. 289) of Singapore (the “SFA”) and is invoking the exemptions from compliance with prospectus
registration requirements under Section 304 and Section 305 of SFA. Arisaig Next Generation Master and
Feeder ICAVs and Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited are not authorised or recognised by the
Monetary Authority of Singapore and shares in Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig Asia
Fund Limited and Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited are not allowed to be offered to the retail
public in Singapore. This document is not a prospectus as defined in the SFA. Accordingly, statutory liability
under the SFA in relation to the content of prospectuses would not apply, and an investor should consider
carefully whether the investment is suitable for him. Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig
Asia Fund Limited and Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited may only be promoted exclusively to
persons who are sufficiently experienced and sophisticated to understand the risks involved in investing in
Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig Asia Fund Limited and Arisaig Global Emerging
Markets Fund Limited, and who satisfy certain other criteria provided under Section 304 and Section 305 of
the SFA and the subsidiary legislation enacted thereunder. This material is for general information purposes
only and should not be regarded as the prospectus or information memorandum nor forming part thereof. In
Singapore, this material is distributed together with the information memorandum, which must be referred to
for information on Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs, Arisaig Asia Fund Limited and Arisaig
Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited.
Switzerland: Arisaig Next Generation Master and Feeder ICAVs have not been registered with the Swiss
Financial Market Supervisory Authority (FINMA) and the shares cannot be distributed in Switzerland to nonqualified investors. Any distribution of the shares in Switzerland will be exclusively made to, and directed at,
qualified investors, as defined in the Swiss Collective Investment Schemes Act dated June 23, 2006 and revised
on September 28, 2012, and its implementing ordinance (“Qualified Investors”). This document may be made
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available in Switzerland solely to Qualified Investors by the Representative of the Funds in Switzerland and/or
any authorised distributor.
The Representative of Arisaig Asia Fund Limited and Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited in
Switzerland is ARM Swiss Representatives SA, whose registered office is at Route du Cité-Ouest 2, 1196, Gland,
Switzerland. The Paying Agent of Arisaig Asia Fund Limited and Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited
in Switzerland is Banque Cantonale de Genève, whose registered office is at 17, Quai de l’Ile, 1204 Geneva,
Switzerland.
The place of performance and jurisdiction for shares of the Arisaig Asia Fund Limited and Arisaig Global
Emerging Markets Fund Limited distributed in Switzerland is the registered office of the Representative. Swiss
Qualified Investors may obtain free of charge from the Representative the Fund’s legal documentation (i.e.,
the relevant KIID(s), Fund’s Prospectus, Articles of Association, annual audited financial statements and semiannual unaudited reports) as well as, if available, any marketing material.
The Arisaig Next Generation Feeder ICAV is registered for marketing to institutional investors in the following
jurisdictions only: UK, Finland, Sweden, and Norway.
The Arisaig Asia Fund Limited is registered for marketing to institutional investors in the following jurisdictions
only: Singapore, Switzerland, and UK.
The Arisaig Global Emerging Markets Fund Limited is registered for marketing to institutional investors in the
following jurisdictions only: Switzerland and UK.
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